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Increase in carbon dioxide emissions
and structure



In 2014 the carbon dioxide emissions growth per annum exceeded 3.2% and in
total was 31.6 billion tons.By 2030 (at constant structure), an other increase
of 40% expected from the transport

reenhouse effect, for which the CO2 is
the main guilty

CO2 History


The amount of carbon dioxide is extremely and continuously varied in the
athmosphere throughout the Earth's history



We have had – not even once - higher than 1800 ppm level



At the beginning of the industrial revolution it was as low as 280 ppm



Today, it is reported to be in the range of 340-380 ppm



Really we can expect unpredictable consequences?

To measure the CO2 concentration we are using an internationally
accepted ppm units. The ppm is parts per million

Solution I.

Storing CO2 (CCS Carbon
Capture and Storage)

Sequestration of CO2 through
photosynthesis

CO2 storage postponing the problem to future generations, while
the forestation itself will shrinken the food production areas.

Solution II.
Jeladó

vezeték

Mérővezeték

Adagolóvezeték

CO 2 tároló
tartály

ALGADISK

CO2 fertilization

Brilliant solutions to increase the added value, but not
enough to absorb large amounts of carbon dioxide gas

Solution III.

CO2 irrigation on corn
plantation

Symbiotic (coffee)
plantations

n a plantation or even in a symbiotic cultivation the level of CO2 assimilation can
e increased to 4-5 times and reach about 30 -100 tons / ha / year .Currently,
he average CO2 assimilation in Hungary is about 13.6 tons / ha / year.

CO2 irrigation technology
to be modellised


The CHP produced and captured CO2 is purified , cooled and stored by CCS
(carbon capture storage).



The CO2 trough a new pipeline should be delivered to the plantation where
special drainage pipes are lying under the crops and can bubble the CO2
trough the soil.



The management of the process is controlled remotely from a software which
allows to maintain an optimum condition (in accordance with the curve of CO2
assimilation of the specific plant ) continuously monitoring the humidity,
temperature and light, measuring the intensity of illumination .



With this method it is possible to increase the large scale absorption of CO2 by
4-5 times, so that the cell mass (and yield of course ) can be increased by
approximately 30%

CO2 irrigation can be a tool to the
Green Sahara project and key to the
progressive climate mitigation

CO2 irrigation can be a tool to the
Green Sahara project and key to the
progressive climate mitigation


From 9 million km2 of the Sahara Desert about one third can be occupied by
symbiotic plantations , which use a C4 photosynthetic hibrid (Paulownia
Smaragdfa) Thus we can transform about 4 billion tons of CO2, while
improving the supply of food and feedstock in the world



Promoting eco-forests (C4 type trees for rehabilitation the rain forest) and
the cultivation of trees in the unused , degradated areas is estimated to lead
to the seizure of an other 4 billion tons of CO2, obtaining also as important
materials as oxygen and wood besides other externalias .



If the world 161 million hectares - which are used to grow corn - is
performing CO2 irrigation technology we will consume additional 1.61 billion
tonnes of CO2



Just from above solutions a 10 billions tons of CO2 can support a
Progressive Climate Mitigation as a raw-material!

Ecological paradigma shift?


The reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030, and carbon dioxide planned irrigation
together provide a new solution for humanity, which puts the emphasis on the
CO2 processing instead of placing additional restrictions;



The resulting amount of biomass would increase further the biogas and bio-toliquid (BTL) technologies, further reducing the global amount of CO2 produced
by fossil fuels;



The evolving CO2 pipeline systems generate extraordinary investment
(strenghteening the green economy) in agriculture and drainage works also
offer new investment occasions worldwide;



Carbon irrigation and related technologies are opening new dimension of
industrial agriculture, where the carbon dioxide can become a useful raw
material.

What are we expecting from KLENEN
– KIC InnoEnergy?


To provide a finance to development in pilot scale the CO2 irrigation system innovative technology



Expected budget:



Elaboration of CO2 irrigation technology

 2.000 €



Modelization CO2 irrigation system

 5.000 €



Patenting and know-how control and preparation  2.000 €



International cooperation

 1.000 €

 Approximate budget: 10.000 € to speed-up
the large scale CO2 irrigation project
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